Dear Mr President:

I am concerned about Justice. Equitable enforcement is central to the rule of law and as head administrator your duty is to oversee this equality. Your actions instead undermine the legal system with strong biases: class biases, political biases and personal biases. You insist on prosecuting minor misdemeanors if the offender is a poor immigrant while bemoaning the prosecution of or even pardoning serious crimes by wealthy supporters. You attack anyone involved in ongoing investigations of those allied with your party or yourself: disparaging judges, yanking clearances from or firing officials and loudly proclaiming your preferred outcome. This week you were explicit in your political bias with Representatives Hunter and Collins, amplifying Representative Nunes’ claim that house Republicans are essential to preventing justice from being served and hence should remain above the law.

*Please assure me that you will support justice.*

I am very proud to be a US resident and a large part of that derives from the rule of law.

Sincerely,

Eric Babson